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Student Lobby
~Now In Actioni..~-···
By John Becker
SUS Writer

A state-wide student lobby is
currently
in
action
in
Tallahassee. Its purpose is to
give the state university students
a stronger voice in policy
decisions
affecting
their
academic future.
According to Hunter Potts ,
F'TU student government <SG)
president, and one of the leading
advocates of the lobby, it is now
working out of offices in the state
Capital.
Three
university
students are managing the flow
of legislative action pertaining to
1111iversity decisions. Mark
Harnrnond<FTU)
is
the
111 a11aging director, Randy
Vorhees <USF) the assistant
director, and Ginger Hurt CUWF)
clerk secretary.
Potts, a member of the State
Council
of Student Body
Presidents <SCSBP) said that one
of the things the council members
discovered when they visited
Tallahassee was that the
legislature was
"really interested" in what the students
had to say. With that Potts and
the other SCSBP members
initiated organizing a viable
means of communication with
the state's governing body.

··we looked at what we did
unorganized, and what we could
do if we were organized " Potts
said .
What the council did was ensure the passage of a bill which
gave the control of the student's
activity and service fees to the
:-.tudent government and out of
the hands of the administration.
It also was highly vocal in trying,
111
\'ain, to block the new
university fee structure.
Four
areas
where. the
organized lobby intends to
concentrate on initially are 1l a
cap for tuition rates above a
predetermined number of hours,
2> block passage of a bill (HB 334)
which says that any bil1 the
legislature fails to a ct
on
becomes law, 3) do away with the
university uniform traffic code
and give each school the
authority to set up its own code,
and 4 > support a legislative
resolution for a state l«>ttery from
which money .could be funneled to ·
c.·ach university to help pav the
l'Ost of upgrading student ser- ·
vices . ·
Potts stressed the importance
of having the lobby working for
students sayirig it is vital in
letting the legislature . kn?w
what is on the minds of university
students. Another indicati_on of
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A("c:ording to Williams, Saga
<'orporation will send candidates

lor their potential manager to
llim within 2 or :~ weeks. The
111anagcr 111ust have two years of
1·xperien<.:e on a campus of at
ll'ast :>,000 students.
Thl' Hi-nwal plan and the 1411H·al plan will be offered starting
St1n1111<·r <~uarter and the 19-meal

Language Festival Scheduled
By Vicki Blanchfield
Staff Writer

~,,;

_Conl"d on Pagf." 5 .

N~w Contract-Secured
Effective June 13, FTU. will
have a new food service contract
and' Mortison, Inc., the current
contractor, will no longer be ·
responsible for FTU's food
service.
The new FTU food service
contract has been awarded to
Saga Corporation, a California
firm, announced John R.
Williams, Director of Administrative Services.
The meal plans under the new :
l'Ontract includes: ·
.
.A 10-meal plan offering any 10 ;
nu.•als Monday through Friday at ·
a cost of $200. The current plan
offers only lunch and supper at a
t'OSt of $192.50.
.A 14-mcal plan costing $212.50. '.
· ~his will replace the current 15- .
" ,.,_ •al plan that costs $206.25.
.A 19-mcal plan costing $224.
This will replace the current 21- .
meal plan that costs $277.50.
According to Paul P. Gregg of
Administrative Services, "The 3-t percent increase in the new '
111t•al
plan
prices
was :
::~
predc-tctmined by_ FTU as a .
result of increased utilities and .
overhead eost to be absorbed by
the University."
Till' Saga Corporation is
!"urrently under <.:ontract with
:-.('Vl'ral · universities, including
Hollins. University of South ·
Florida and University of West

AN ARTIST'S CONCEPTION of the proposed Education Complex is p"ctured
above. Richard Lavender, an architect with the University's Physical Planning
Office said construction bids have not been taken yet. The new Humanities and
Fine Arts Building is shown behind the Education Building, to the right. No date
has been set for construction to begin.

will

plan
be offered starting Fall
Quarter.
"I think the change will be
welcome and with everyone's
cooperation . in the transitional
period, the food service P~?,gra~
at FTU will be a success, said
Williams.

Child Care Center
Designs Ex~ected
Designs for FTU's child care
l'enter are expected to be completed within the next few weeks,
hut the outlook for completion
and opening ·of the center by fall
quarter is not good, according to
University architect -Richard
l,avender .
Ll'mon and Meggingson, a
Titusville architectural firm
which
designed
the
new
l•:ducation Building, is designing
the child care center at no cost to
the U11iversity, Lavender sa1a.
Bids can he let in early summer if
the designs arc completed in
May, he said, but then it will take
four or five months to <.:omplete
once construction is begun.
Lavender thinks a more realistic
!"Ompletion date would be the
lirst of next year .
The cente.r, which will be
located next to the campus police
station, i.s being funded by a
$!iO,ooo ,grant rrom the Edyth
Bush< 'haritable Foundation, and
$17,000
given by Student
(,overnm<·nt. The center is being
d<•velopcd primarily as a student
~ :-.ervil'e within the Division of
· Slt1d<'lll Affairs. lkan of Women
c'arol Wilson is responsible for
the devl'lopm<·nt and supervision
11f tlw <'enter .

Central Florida's first Foreign
Language Festival, involving
foreign clubs and hundreds of
high school · and junior college
students from the area, will be
held on the FTU campus April 25
and 26.
The two day event is jointly
sponsored by the University's
Department
of
Foreign
Languages,
1n terna tional
Student Organization, and
Village Center, with cooperation
from the Florida High Schools
Adivities Association.
The scheduled activities fall
into two. categories: outdoor
t>vents and displays, and an indoor district language competition.
Al'cording to Professor John C.
D1P1crro, festival director, ''The
I iurpose of the foreign language
festival and the district high
school and junior college competition is to bring all brothers
and sisters from different parts
of the globe onto one scene .
''I lopcfully, the event will bring
out the rising need for international understanding, vital
to peace and stability in the world
I o'day . 1norc than ('Ver before."
fkginning at noon April 25,
outdoor table displays of cultural
and pictorial materials .. from
111orc tnan :m l'Ountries will be
1•xhibited, kicking off the
s<.:hcduled activities .
China, glassware, . ceramics,
woodcarvings, jewelry, and
·carpel<; arc examples of items
that will be adorning the tables.
In addition, many of the more
t ha11 -too · foreign students
presently attending FTU will
appear in their native costumes.
Various samples of national
111t1sic from many of the countries
will add lo the festive at111osphere.
Ninl' hands will he performing
I or lh(' outdoor program·. in-

radio and te1ev1s1on shows.
duding two steel bands, Disney
A :m-minute radio prograi:n
World's Polynesian Band, bands
presentation will be aired this
representing Oviedo and Jones
Stmday, from 8:30-9 a .m. on
high schools, and the FTU Jazz
WDBO and from 9::30-10 p.m . that
r:nsemble. There will also be a
· :-.anw 11ight, on WTRR.
recorder concert, a pe~formance
by the FTU Choir, and a Latin
The festival director has
l'oinbo .
'
already appeared on television
DiPierro added that, "Some
a 11d hopes to continue the
high school and college students
practice to promote what he
will also be performing in a jam
vonsiders to be "a function long
session outdoors."
111 l'Oming in a cosmopolitan area
The agenda boasts per:-.uch as Orlando, to which many
1ormances by several folk
foreign-speaking people come
dancing dubs from the Central
l'vcry year."
Florida area, and traditional
11<' expanded on the subject.
(;reek, Turkish, Czechoslovakian
·The need is ~ncreasing in this
and Irish dances in nabive
area for foreign-speaking percostumes.
s(')flllCI, especially at Disney
The indoor portion of the slate
World, whose staff is uncommences at two p.m. in. the'VC
r or tun ate l y
largely
11111lti-purpose room with the first
1nonolingual."
district language competition. It
DiPinro further contends that
1s the first ever held for students
·'A111L•ricans are usually not
111 ll11ssian, French, Spanish and
language-conscious enough. An
{;ern1an. with more than 30 high
attitude still persists that
s<.:hools and junior -colleges from
displays 111onoculturalism,
five or six "counties In Central
lilonolingualism, provinc;ialism,
Florida area expected to par- , ethonocentricism, cultural imticipate.
perialism, and me oener men
;!'he ('Ompetition is divided into
thou concept.''
four levels and a junior college
Ill' said that all language dubs
level.
encompassing
four
1n the community have been
invited to the foreign language
categories: skits, recitations,
<'xtemporaneous speeches and
fc•stival, some planning to man
the unusual, which includes
table displays of their own.
11111sic, song and dance.
Ail FTLJ students and the publtc
arc encouraged to attend the
· Awards wili be presented to
111ajor event.
winners in the various levels of _
rnm petition.
.
DiPierro stated that Orange
" ('able-Vision will cover Friday's
11umerous activities.
A soccer exhibition game,
rnntinuation of outdoor displays,
.·
l'ampus tours and more in ll'rnational music and dancing
·Legislation May Add
will ('Omprise Saturday's open
Students to BOR
Page 4
house program~ from 12 p.m. to
'S<i Candidates Air Views
thrl'e p.m .
Pages6& 7
1>1Pit>rro ,
an
assistant
Ceylon Engineer' Grads at
professor of French and Italian,
l1as heen l>usy promoting the two
FTU
Page9
day <'vent, by giving program
pr~·sentations · to various area
la11g1iag<: dubs, .a~1d appearing on

Looking Into
The FuTUre

Frog Wins

American lndiADGroup Planned

,

\'ice-President for Community
Helations William Grasty and .··.··
Professor Jame! Beadle out for a
day of golf with th- :F-ru Golf
.\,,:,.addtlOn had not contemplated
Nestled in an obscure section of
the peculiar sort of exercise both
American Indian Club of Florida. :·
woods five miles south of 0veido
,1f them got Saturday in separate
They meet once a month, sponsar !
lies a strange monolith of stone
incidents.
cultural enrichment programs, :,
The two FTU staff members,
and brick. A strenuous climb up a
seminars and provide speakers '
playing. in separate foursomes
winding staricase will bring the
for various functions.
•
-. .• . ~::
with other members of the
wary traveler to a famed Indian
Wehr said anyone with Indian
association,
a
UnJversity
outpost. An arrow riddled "Fort
blood could be considered an
Foundation-related club which
Wehr" hangs above these historic
Indian for enrollment purposes.
pairs staff members· with comheadquarters. The commander is
A percentage of non-Indian
munity people for fellowship and
Dr . Paul Wehr, associate ·
members could also be consport, were okay on the
professor of history at Florida
sidered.
Rosemont Country Club course
Technological University, and his
until the seventh hole.
present venture is the formation
Anyone interested in for ming
There. Grasty tried leaping an
of an American Indian club.
an American Indian Club at FTU
easily jumpable stream and
·Tm just trying to get the ,
should contact Wehr.
according to . observers was
Indians to identify themselves,"
"I think we can get it, but we
startled in mid-air by the croak of
explained.
The
Wehr
a bullfro~. The n~uallv neatlvorganization will be dedicated to - have to have an organization
recognizing and preserving · before the University will
recognize us," Wehr said. I hope
Native American heritage.'
we can get organized by this
Emphasis wiff be placed on selffall."
l'nrichment and the education of
others to the contributions and · ··· ·A non-Indian member of tlie
American Indian Club of Florida,
needs of Indians.
Wehr added, "My idea is to get a
Wehr said the FTU American
dub
started, not to run it.''
ln<l.ian
Club
will
be
similar
to
the
"'
............ . ........-· .•·.····.. ·······- ·
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DRUG

STORE
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FTU's Staff Council held its
third Annual Awards Dihner on
April 11, . in the Village Center
Multipurpose room. A plaque of
apprec1at1on was awaraea to
thirty-six of FTU's staff workers.
The awards dinner , sponsored
by FTU 's Staff Council, is held
Pach year for staff members who
have dedicated five years of
service on FTU's campus.
Present at the dinner was
Florida Representative Dick
Batchlor , a former FTU student
who helped to distribute the
awards . Invocation was given by
University -~resident Charles

Better Health - Cosmetics - Beauty Aids.
Greeting
Cards - Photo
Supplies - Gifts
I
.
.
I

-- - - Millican. Also present was v"VTce·:
President of Business Affairs
John Goree who helped establish
the staff council.
The guest speaker for the
Awards Dinner was WKIS ·
commentator Gene Burns.
The Staff Council was formed
three years ago in order to serve
as a liason between FTU 's Career .
Service Staff and the Administration ," said Goree.
According to Goree, if a staff
member has a problem with
wages or work hours he can voice
his discontent to the adntinistration through the Staff
Council.

F.IRST
-ANNUAL
,,
FAVORS VOLUNTEER SERVtCE
..

A REXALL DRUG STORE
_ _...-

.

- ~
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UNI VE RS I T Y l'l 0 VI ES
P RE S EN.TS:

FAIR

FRIDAY, APRIL 18 -- SU\JDAY, APRIL 20
**** 8:30 ****

VILLAGE CENTER ASSFJ13LY ~I
STIJIDITS ~ Flff GI pI $ L00
I

***************
:~

.

APRIL 23, 1975
-10 a.m.· 3pm.
V.C. GREEN
SPONSORED BY

..

. -

Dinner Held

,,

YOU_R__ COM~_LETE

We are here to serve your needs for

Staff Council appomtea arummstrator tound
himself in water and mud up to
waist-level, grabbing for the
safety of the bank.
· Beadle, at another part of the
course, also jumped acrQSS a
stream to what looked like a solid
opposite bank. He completed the
jump but sunk in pure muck
above his knees.
Barth Engert ~ Diredor o -f
Public · Information, who played
with Beadle.. said no one noticed
anything wrong until they heard
a funny " slurp sound". Both the
athletes were able to complete
their rounds, and Engert reports
that the mud came off "after a
couple holes".

..

- · Just a few minutes from F.T.U.

I

::·:··~

-

DRUG STORE
OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M. ·"1 P.M. MON•• SAT

V.C. "FAVORS" PRooRAM

- PLUS

~
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FTU Debaters Sponsor
, Several New Programs
By Vicki Blanchfield

petitions within the district's
boundaries.
Butler stressed that FTU was
Now that this year's rugged
selected over such noted
debate season is finally over,
established institutions as
team members are concentrating
Rollins, Stetson, and the
their efforts toward sponsoring a
University of South Florida. He
series of FTU Forum Debates
attributes this honor to "our
and coordinating a nationally
active debate program that has
based Bicentennial Youth Debate
distinguished us among Florida
program.
schools."
The forum debates deal with
The bicentennial program is
current controversial issues, in
designed to involve youth
an attempt to directly reach out
serious
nationwide in a
to, and involve the FTU student
examination of American history
body.
and values. It offers every high
The program format will inschool and college age youth the
clude brief five minute speeches
opportunity to participate in
supporting both sides of an issue
forensic events at the local level.
and rebuttals, followed by
The program has progressive
audience participation.
levels
of
competition,
The hotly- contested Women's
culminating with the national
--Lib issue was the topic of the
finals in June, 1~76.
,.. initial session, which took place
Butler commented, "Historic
yesterday afternoon.
and patriotic issues will be
Jeff Butler, the debate coach
debated, and the local comand series coordinator, explained
petition is open to anyone, not
the program's purposes. "It not
ju.s t formal debaters. Scholaronly - gives our debaters exships will be awarded to winposure, but it allows interested
ners."
students to hassle the issues."
Accoring to Butler, FTU's
The forum debates will be held
active coordinating role in the
- on alternate Thursdays from
program is significant for two
twelve p.m. to one p.m. in GCB
reasons : (1) Our school will
Room 103. All students are enreceive national publicity and (2)
couraged to attend and parThere is a possibility that FTU
ticipate in the discussions.
participants may consequently
Butler added, "The debaters
hold a slight edge in competition. •
have
presented
countless
The optimistic coordinator ·
demonstrations debates to area
hopes that the bicentennial
schools and groups, and we've
celebration program will aid in
traveled all over the country
attracting higher enrollment for
representing FTU in inFTU, as a result pf scholarships
tercollegiate competition, but
and national recognition.
we've previously lacked direct · In retrospect, FTQ can truly be
involvement with students on our
proud of its debate team, which
own campus."
.
·completed another highly sue~
It is hoped that the FTU Forum
cessful season and missed
Debates will help bridge this
qualifying for national comexisting void, as similar
petition by a single ballot at the
progrmas have at other colleges.
district finals for the second year
With regard to the Bicentennial
in a row .
.Vouth Debates program, Butler_
Uttering his appraisal of the
--'1as rec-ently named district
situation,
Butler
stated,
coordinator for Central Florida .
' 'Frankly, I think the reason for
In addition, FTU was chosen to
this is neither lack of personnel
'• su ervis~L.J.he . nu]Jl_e.r_ous_ ~..Qm ~ _ ~or lack of efforts. We hav~

excellent debaters who research
well, but our budget is the root of
the problem.
"We're competing against
schools that are financially able
to send their teams to tournaments more frequent!y . ..
Therefore, we fail to receive as
much experience in debating.
Unfortunately, unless we get
more exposure, we'll never make
it to the national competition."

Staff Writer

~&FA

Ope_ns

"Fantastic" was the word used
most often by members of the
local community to describe the
open house of the Humanities and
Fine Arts Building, Sunday, April
13th.
Although attendance was
meager, the visitors who came
were very impressed with the art
displays and the music rehearsals.
There were many things to see
including a student art exhibit, a
faculty art exhibit, photography,
a silk screen demonstration and a
display by a visiting artist.
The visiting a·r tist was
Adrienne Anderson Hart, who
teaches Art History at a
university south of Birmingham.
Hart said the reception for her
exhibit was great. She also expressed a preference for the
openness of the FTU campus.
The music department drew a
crowd when they set up their
rehearsal outside between the
rehearsal hall and the H & FA
building.
Many visitors expressed regret
that there was such a small
turnout for the open house. Some
suggested the publicity for it was
not as widespread as it should
have been.
A few visitors said they did not
understand everything they saw
(art displays ) and that it would
have been nice to have more
students on hand to explain
.things to them .

SCHEDULE
Open Rehearsal
April 30, 1975
10:00 a.m.
Florida
Symphony,
Sabina
Micarelli and Patricia Stenberg, . ·
sol is ts .
8:30 p.m. Concert
Thursday, May l
12:00 Noon
Concert of Contemporaty music
for Band by Amer ican com .
posers
Robert Harrison,
Director Village Center Green.
May 2, 1975
10:00 a.m.
Open rehearsal
·. Florida Symphony, Gary Wolf
and Lyman Brodie, soloists.
B:lO p.m. Con.cert.
.
FTU Faculty, Students, and f,iaff
admitted free.
All
events
featuring the Florida Symphony
will be held in the "1illage Center

luxurious living
along freshwater
&lores
Swa!ihbucklers
and landlubbers
a like may find
a leeward haven

here
one and tWo bedroom
.
apartments, OJle
bedroom townhouses with
lofty sleeping quarters

From $160.
. . . . Alema ... Hall ....

..... . . fOUCIDr.-

f'*dinPJ

6~2223

RICK WALSH IS.

· He's Serious About Protecting
Stude.nt Rights.
He's Serious .About Fighting Hig
. Bookstore Prices.
He's Serious About Putting the
Students Back In S.G.

ARE YOU SERIOUS?

VOTE RICK WALSH
Vice-President Student Gov.

menu
RaYIDflC* IL.MAM.

·hef .S nuf fy· 's
YUM Y _Ull CU.SINE
DINNER MENU
5 PM to 2 AM

The Virgin
Stac•ed D•Rlah H•m.

Tll6 Playma1e.
Te11d•r l••te turkeJ.

1195

T- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -18- -OZ.- - - - - -

Bone steak

., ..

ou•

S .. l:CIAL

Tlae Juana

., ,.

112 LB.

&

FRIED CLA•

8ASK•T
1/2 f'ellfttl

--IDFAIGJS "

The Juana Burger, .. -.•,•,••••.•
••• ..- •
11 .•1ic11•.•s•s.•,•
Cllee1ell11r1•• l11pre111e • I
wllll pol•t• chips

Freu11 frletl New £•1t••tl

cl•• atrlpe.
Sernd wllll spier ceckUll
•r cr• ..•J tartar •••c•.

efttl Plc•I•.
We ur~• treih llaked )
( uurtleu1h. ~rHtl ONLY.

&.Al rlcan
lobster tal ls

't.··

TU•Kl:Y & HAM CLU•

--------

., ..

P'Rl•D SHRl•P

BASKllT
1 F11H Dez••

95

The Stripper

Served with drawn butter
and lemon.

D1llclo11s Delmonlco
1te111.

,

2

••

H••• •lrl•, llreatled •ntl
trl•tl t• • crl•PJ, 1•ld•11
llrewft.
Senetl with •pier coclll•ll
er cr•••Y t•rtar sauce.

·2 ••

Kan••• City
4 oz. ·
strip st·eak ____'___
~_:_

-Delmoftic·o
steak

1/2 LB.

All above orders are Choise Western Beef
served with stuffed potatoes w;sour cream
or cheddar cheese topping and ~otnpleted
with our superb ~lub Juana Salad.
Fresh baked sourdough bread served on
request.

:~

FTU Department of Music and
'Student Government announce
the Third Annual Fest ival of
Contemporary Music. April 30May 2, 1975, featuring The ..
Florida Symphony Orchestra,
Pavle Despalj, Musical D i rectQr
w i th
FTU
Music
Faculty
Solosits :
Sab i na M i carelli, f
v iolin, Apr i l 30 and Patricia
Stenberg , oboe, April JO . On·
Piano Dr . Gary Wolf, May 2;
Lyman Brodie, trumpet - May 2.

Sunday Buffet
$2.00
Bpni - 2 ani

DELMONICO STEAK
$2.29
with this Coupon SAVE 22 % !

I'••~•·

1-Fu'ITrt•-.\lll'il IS. 1!115

Bill Could Put
Students On BOR

.

~

I

Two related bills in the Florida Legislature may put longawaited student representatia,n on the Board of Regents.
One of the pieces of legislation in the House proposed by
~lbourne's Rep. C. William Nelson would expand the
1nembership of the BOR to ten members rather than the
present nine, and provides that the new member be a full-time
student in a state university to serve a one-year term.
The student would have to be appointed by the governor,
approved by the cabinet and confirmed by the senate. With the
rotating system of representation provided in the legislation,
Florida Tech would be eligible to have one of its students as
a BOR member during the 1977-78 academic year.
The measure's generous counterpart in the senate proposed
by Sen. Jack Gordon would put three student representatives
on the board, increasing its total membership to twelve
members. The bill mandates that at least one of the students
be an undergraduate, and restricts the selection so that no two
student members could be from the same county, and that . ,
individual universities could not be represented in succession.
cession.
The senate bill would institute the same selection process. If
either of the acts, which have been referred to their respective
education · and finance committees · are passed, student
representation on the Board of Regents w~uld become a·
reality by September of this year .
Naturally we favor the senate's version; by placing three
student members on the board. the thousands of enrollees in
the state university would have the benefit not only of constant
physical and verbal presence in proceedings of the regents,
but the meaningful bite of a fourth of the total vote.
The need for such representation is obvious to the student
bodies across the state whose administering bOdy a1\ the state
level has too often turned a deaf ear to their requests and
demands. If the selection of representatives is objective and
fair, qualified students will serve to represent thestudent's
point of view but in light of present realities, both economic
and educational.
The debate on this bill too, marks an important opportunity
tor the newly-formed Florida Student Lobby, which FTU and
other universities supported through student senate appropriations, to prove their effectiveness in expressing student
opini_on. The lobby, whose directors are registered lobbyists in
the state capital, together with the promise of student
representation on the board may finally give students a voice
in university administration at the state-wide level.

•
Student Attacks 'Plague'
Of High Bookstore Prices
.::

Editor:
This is perhaps an old topic for
a letter to the editor, yet I find
that exorbitant bookstore prices
continue each quarter to plague
the FTU student.
In past issues, several people
have i11ustrated that textbooks
can be purchased at much lower
prices off campus, and that in
fact it is cheaper to xerox texts
from friends than to purchase
them from the bookstore.
As Kevin Murphy said in his
letter of January 31, "A perfect
example is my Engineering 483
textbook. It has 237 pageS, is in

East-West Must Not~
FTU Commu_ters
Reports have been getting
Unfortunately, like some other
gJoomier lately on the financial
community efforts who don't
~ituation of Orlando's Spessard
make a good economic showing,
Holland East-West Expressway.
like the Florida Blazers who left
The superhighway, which links
the Tangerine Bowl and sold their
FTU with State Road 435 on the
old jerseys, the expressway
west side of Orlando and points in
authority cannot dismantle its
b~tween, is apparently losing
highway and sell it or put it
money at the rate of · ap~:.
together somewhere else. They
proximately $4,000 per day
can't even take it apart, like the
becam~e use of the toll road,
London Bridge, and move it to
whose fees may amount to 30
Arizona.
cents depending on the distance
..
........
~ .FTU's Student Government
traveled, has not met the amount
• recently considered and proposed
of use projected and on which
the idea of a discount rate to
basis the road was underwritten.
students riding the East-West, in
The expressway, it seems to us,
which drivers would present an
joins The Wilderness with almost
1.D. card to be given a special
any point west" of it faster than
reduced toll charge. SG officials
the roads that run parallel to it at
now state that the idea is
a nominal cost. For many a
probably infeasible.
harried cross-town commuter,
the highway was a virtual gift
• Maybe not: Gaines admitted he
from the Department of Tranhad no knowledge of the high
sportation.
commuter population of the FTU
The paradox of driving down a
student body. If any educational
stretch of superhignway in
l'fforts are to be made, like the
America that is almost lonely
two toJI-free days coming up soon
may not be easy to accept, but
to encourage ridership, some of
conditions, mostly lack of
them ought to be here. There
education' about the highway's
shouJd be a study by the authority
benefits,
as
expressway
of how many riders are FTU
.. authority Executive Director
students and how many FTU
Harvey L. Gaines sees it, have
students could be riders. The
caused the highway to come up
t•xtra riders a discount · might
short about 12,000 cars per day,
attract might make it a valid
cars whose toll payments are
consideration for the benefit of
needed to make the road a
both parties.
financial
success.
·t
<'
~
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hardback, and was written in
1969. The price of the book is
$16.50 ... If a student xeroxed the
book, it would cost only $5.95 ... A
business law book ... three times
as heavy costs only $12.50 ... I
realize that the price of paper is ·
rising, but not enough to justify
the rise in the cost of FTU
books."
The reason is obvious: the
university bookstore is a
monopoly. The . cJosest competition it has is the Student
Government Book Exchange.
The monopoly need not continue. Other state universities
have two or more bookstores on

Take Time To Vote
By Michelle McBurney
('ontribut~ng Fe_~ture

An assortment of problems
plague the average college
student
concerning
the
scheduling of time needed to
accomplish the many things that
must be done.
One of the main dilemmas
concerning students is that too
much time is spent doing those
things he has to do (reading,
studying, term paper research)
to allow sufficient time for those
things he'd like to do or should do
such as casting a ballot for 197576 Student Government President
and Vice-President.
No one can really help this
average student in scheduling his
time to vote. As a matter of fact,
r~Tu has been breeding more and
inore average students who can't
manage their time.
:l6.8 percent of eligible voters
casting ballots in 1972 to 25
µercent in 1973 t<> a little less than
15 percent last year is not a good
record. It does look Jike the elite
are controlling our Student
l ;overnmcnt.

will

(A

bookstore investigation
has been set up by
Student Government to keep a
check on bookstore policies. Ed.>
comm~ttee

Editorial Policy: The editorial is
the opinion of the newspaper as
formulated by the editor-in-chief
and the editorial board, and not
necessarily that of the F.T U
administration. Other editorial
comment is the opinion of the
writer, and not necessarily the
official view of the the FuTUre.

Correction . I
~

Several errors appeared in last
week's story on the Foreign
Language Festival to be held .
here April 25 and 26. The Foreign
Language Department had no
. part in the formation of the I
ternational
Studen
Organization, and John DiPierro
who is an assistant professor
rather than an associate, should
have been quoted as saying, "It is ·
hoped that this organization will
hring one to a better awareness
of what language - or com,1111mication -- is all about."
············---- · ·················--···--·-·······>
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Editor
-~
~ This year
be different if the
"average" FTU student becomes
more than average. More
students will vote in this year's
e1ection because they are conC€rned that a minority will
~stablish policies for the majority
and degrade every democratic
idea (freedom of choice, speech,
and press) that students have
fought to keep on this campus.
Surely, the new change
granting voting privileges to all
students regard1ess of their class
load will offer an incentive to find
the time to vote.
Surely, when the SG President
and Vice-Presjdent will have
dose control of nearly $1,000,000 ...
of students' money 1 there will be
more than 15 percent voting.
Surely, the near effortless act
of producing your student ID
card at the polls and marking an
'X'' next to the candidate of your
choice would be an easy means of
exercising this country's freedom
of choice.

or near campus. I am confident
that such competition, if employed here at Tech, would
reduce the cost of textbooks and
supplies . .
·_On the other hand, if the
community
and
Student
Government is to continue to
allow only one bookstore o
campus, they should at least
control the price of books and
supplies.
Almost every other monopoly
is subject to strict regulation, TV,
radio stations, telephone companies, garbage collection, and
other public utilities where
competition does not exist, just to
mention a few examples.
Is it really so outrageous to ask
the university to ensure students
access to textbooks at reasonable
prices? In the real world it is
called consumer protection.
Rick Walsh

Mitchell Drew
l3usincss Manager·
Circulation
Pt ~ arcc

Manager .. Jetf
·

Staff Artist ... Mark JohnsoA
cartoonist.,.. Dee Deloy

-l:E:l-f'ERs
The FuTUre welcomes letters.
!Jul
cannot
consider
for
publication any letters not
bearing the writer's signature
and address. However, names
will he w i thheld upon request .
The riqht is reserved to cd it or
refuse publication of letters
clccm cd objcclionable or in poor
ta sl c .

Ramsey Lewis
/Charms Audience

•

stage into the mass of people and ·
continued his beat.
Rick returned to the stage,
where Ramsey opened with the
It was April 14th. A cool rainy
final number, a Stevie Wonder
Monday night when 500 people
song , " Living For The City."
erowded into the Village Center
With the concert completed,
Assembly Room in anticipation
llamsey thanked the audience
of the evening event.
a nd said good-by. He flashed his
The lights dimmed and one
warm smile once more and left
spotlight filled the stage as a lone
the stage.
musician climbed to the top to
Next the guitar player left, then
take his place among his inthe drum player followed him off
struments .
stage. ·
Slowly he began to play his
"More, more, more," cried the
drums as a second musician, a
audience as Rick continued on his
guitarist, arrived.
~~~check with gaarga Stuart~~~·
flute .
The two artists were quickly
FinaJly Rick put down the
joined by a flute and drum
instrument and joined the others
player.
as he signaled good-by to the
As the three continued playing,
audience.
their instruments blending into
Feet still stomped and hands
one, the kurth musician and long
dapped but no one ·returned to fill
awaited star arrived and quietly
the dark cold stage.
slipped behind the keyboard.
Ramsey Lewis and his people,
The music grew, a combination ·
or rock and soul, until it reached a having charmed, entertained and
satisfied, were gone.
· · crescendo and finally a ·conclusion.
,LOBBY
Co~t. Fr?m Page ·1
The audience responded imthe
importance
of the lobby came
mediately and the star, .Ramsey ·
in a vote of confidence received
Lewis, flashed a friendly smile
by the University Presidents
and introduced the next song
l'l1oto IJY Fred L. Sommer ~
Council.
"Betcha By Golly Wow," a love
Membership in the lobby can
FLUTE PLAYER, RICK works magic with the
song by the Stylistics.
be acquired by any state
audience, as Ramsey Lewis accompanies him on the
Ramsey moved to the grand
university student by paying a
piano for that number, and for
$10 fee to become a supporting
the .remainder of the evening
member. Two other categories of
slipped ·smoothly from the
are subscribing and
membership
electric piano to the grand piano.
sponsoring members. The latter
Ransey 's fingers flew up and
form enables the members to
1
down the scale rapidly, ef) ice-President .
on
the
board
of
gain
positions
fortlessly, finally, exhausting the
directors.
keyboard and tumbling off the
Of
Besides FTU, five _other
piano to the delight of his
universities are all active
audience.
Student Gov.
members in the lobby - the
Then Ramsey intrpduced the
University
of
West
FIOrida,
members of his trio, now a
Florida State Univ., Univ. pf
quartet with the addition of a
South Florida, Univ. of Florida
virtuoso flute player named Rick,
and Florida Atlantic Univ.
and a new guitar player, Tils
Palmer.
The group moved into another
instrumental piece; this time
OVIEDO
jazz, to make 'the people laugh,
Body and Paint Shop
smile and marvel at the endless
talent and variety that is Ramsey
FREE ESTIMATES-All WORK GUARANTEED .
Lewis.
Ramsey left the stage for a few
FRITZ BURNSED, OWNER
PHON,E 365-3592
minutes to the sole ·use of his
percussionist Morris Jennings.
Morris, first on drums, then
cymbals, bells, castanets and
tambourine and a variety of other
IF YOU
unfamiliar
percussion
instruments entertained un- ·
HA VE "BODY"
selfishly making the audience
l'heer, laugh and shout at his
TROUBLE SEE
antics.
Ramsey and the others
returned and launched into
familiar and not
A classical piano piece segued
into jazz then soUl and finally
rock as the high sweet notes of
1•1ioto liy f-1 ed L . Sommer; , ·
the flute pierced the damp spring
air.
RAMSEY AND HIS talented and diversified band ' ·night
Then Rick abandoned his
played a combination of rock and soul to a packed
111elodic flute for a short bongoaudience Monday night at FTU.
!ike drum which he fastened
about his waistline like a belt.
Pounding the drum in time to
-~he rhythm, Rick hopped off th~
By Arla Filko
VC-SG Writer
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Chick-Fil-A, A golden
brown pressure fried,
boneless, skin less, chicken
breast. Seasoned just
right. Served on a toasted
· .. bun as a sandwich or as a
box lunch with slaw and
fries. You'll also enjoy our
· 'homema~e .lemon pie,
icedream and homemade
salads.
_All Deliciously Different

*'*"*..............~
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
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896-2675
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CHICK-FIL-A would like to treat you
to a deliciously different meal. With
every purchase of a Chick-Fil-A Sand•
wi ch you receive a FREE COCA-COLA and a
FREE order of French Fries: Put this
coupon in your waliet so that you will
~ave it with you when you . are shopping
in the ALTAMONTE MALL OR FASHION SQUARE. ·'· .,,
Offer Expires April 29. 1975.
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Candi
7 Candidates
By Glenn Padgett
Contributing News Editor
and
Arla Filko
VC-SG Writer

Photo by Alan Geeslin

SPARSELY SCATTERED STUDENTS listen to Mary Ellen Leon under partly
cloudy skies at the FuTUre sponsored pre~s confere1.1ce on the VC green last.
Tuesday.

'.·

Seven candidates for Student
Government offices aired their
views on the issue of health fees,
Activity and Service Fees, and
apathy among FTU students
earlier this week.
In spite of the lack of turnout by
the FTU student body to the
"open press conference," all of ···
the candidates · for · either
president and vice-president of
the student body showed up to
an.s wer questions from mem~ers
of the campus media at 11 a.m .
last Tuesday on the Village
Center green.
Only· about 35 braved the
· threatening skies to attend the
open meeting with the cand.~da tes . ·=·w······A·-····---...,...._,.,.,, .....,_,.,""_,,

. . The following ·are the questi
the FuTUre sponsored press c
.. l. Do vou favor or oooose th
(asked onl yof the candidates f
~ Should health fees be pai~
only of vice-presidential can~
. . J. Do you favor- a mandato ~
. . 4. Do you feel that the pres~
adequate?
..I
.. s. What do you envision c;
Service fees?
. . 6. Do you feel Student fl.'J
effort to appeal to the commut
a student who identified himse
. realistic efforttogear student ~
campus ... the commuters.) MA
following to the question: Wh
situation?

i

Jim Davis, . Presi
Gary And~rson, Pr~sid~ntial Candidate
; David Outlaw, Presidential Candidate.
David Outlaw , a presidential
candidate, is a junior majoring in
political science.
Outlaw 's goals for student
Government are to establish
unity within the university between the individual colleges and
to increase the visibility of the
university in the community.
Service organizations on
campus should concentrate more
on the service aspect of their club
and less on the social aspect, says
Outlaw, asking, "What FTU
fraternities took part in the
recent community pledge walk?"
Outlaw feels that university
representation on the state level
is desperately needed because
"our political system is arranged
like this ."
Having served one year as
finance commissioner for the city
of Winter Springs , Outlaw feels

to

~

he is qualified
hold office and
expresses concern in "working
-strongly with the electorate."
Outlaw ariswered questions 1, 4
and 5:
I. Outlaw stated that he was
strongly in favor of the health fee
but opposed to the insura:nGe fee.
He added that he felt outside bids
for the coverage should be
gathered.
3 Outlaw said he felt that SG
co~ld use a computer system to
find out student inout and wants
in order to be better able to
respond to them .
·
5. Outlaw stated that a
majority of the funds presently
go to sports . He concluded that,
''We need more diversification
and school pride .' He also
favor ed a r eferendum on
allocati on for fees needed to
opera te th e ac tivit ies and
program · th e students want.

Gary Anderson a -candidate for
Student Government president is
a senior majoring in engineering.
"The Student Government is
not being utilized to its fullest
potential," complained Anderson, adding, "the president is
not actively going to the
students.~·- . -- - -- -:-;-C~~minunication must be set
up, all Student Government offices must be filled and all
students must be represented,"
said Anderson outlining his
presidential goals.
Collegiate spirit must be
boosted, insists
Anderson
proposing individual class
projects and a victory bell on the
Village Center Green to foster: an ·
(•ncompassing spirit and pride in
the university.
Anderson disagrees with the
Board of Regents tuition fee
increase and calls for a cap Qn the
recs so students will not be
discouraged from carrying a
la rger than a verage c.:lass load .
The uni versity faciliti es should
lie ut ili zed year-round , but a

~

mandatory summer quarter
enrollment is ridiculous, says
Anderson . "Investigate the
reasons why people don't go to
school in the summer.
"Communication with the
student body and collegiate spirit
are my primary goals, " said
And~t~Of1.. _
.
Anderson
responded
to
questions 1, 4 and 5, with the ·
following answei:s.: _ _
1. Anderson stated that he felt it
, ·was wrong for students who
already have insurance · to be
forced to buy it.
4. He replied that he felt it w~s
adequate as long as the optional
major medical coverag:-! was
available .
5. In reference to ., legislation
before the state ieglslature to
separate student activity fees
from student services fees and
return co'ltrol of service fees to
the control of the university
administration, Anderson stated
th at he relt they should be
together and not sepa ra ted, and
tha t he favored student control of
se rvice recs.

Jim Davis, presently s"erving
as vice president of the Student
Government, is a senior
majoring in political science and
a candidate for SG president.
Explaining that he is satisfied
with the present programs and
services offered by the Stude
Government, Davis emphasi
a need for more student input
resulting in more relevant
programrning for studentS.
.. A cross-secuon or smdents
should be polled to learn the types
of programming they desire,"
said Davis adding, "We need to
work toward greater student
involvement.
"I plan to work vigorously on
the statewide level," said Davis,
pointing out that he is opposed to
the Florida Senate President
Dempsey Baron's three-point
plan to cut enrollment and limit
academic programs to save
money .
Davis supports reducing the
cabinet size and encourages
more activity by the Student
Senate even if it is in opposition.
The Student Government
should operate as a sounding
hoa rd for students and in addi tion
it should he the mea ns fo r
students to sta rt program s says
Da vis. "Th e Student Government

Take Stand
-asked of the candidates at
rence on Tuesday Apri I 15.
esent health fee ~tructure?
e office of president.)
part-time students? (asked
es.>
rogram?
ealth insurance coverage is

nt has made a rea I is tic
ith its programs? (asked by
a senior who has "seen no
ities to the largest group on
ers of the staff added the .
ould you do to change the
1

Each_candidate was given two
minutes to make any introductory remarks that they
desired prior to the start of the
questioning by the members of
the FuTUre staff. Members of the
audience were also invited to ask
any questions they might have.
Questions asked are indicated
in the box on this page. The individual candidates' responses to
tt~e questions appear under their
picture with related background
informa ti on .
.
Background interviews were
also held with participating
-candidates last week, and the
available biographical infqrmation iS' also provided.
- _ The candidates for the office of
president of the student body are:
· _ Gary N. Anderson, Jim Davis,
and· David H_ Outlaw~ for vicepresident, Catherine A. Kane,
Mary Ellen Leon, Rob Vezina,
•
and Rick Walsh.
)

---------------ii

""

·Rob Vezina,
--VP Candidate
Rob Vezina, a vice presidential
candidate, is a sophomore from
the College of Social Science.
Vezina is opposed to any type of
cutbacks in academic programs
or increases in class size. ·
Vezina is in favor of university :
representation on the state level ·
because, "Very productive work
and the most important ideas
come from the state level."
He favors work on the state :
level; however ,- -,-"Unity must'
start ~!!. _9.!:1!:' .. e>~n c1:1m.pus __ before

-·:

we can go out into the com-'.
munity," says Vezina.
"The executive cabinet should
be reduced to a more closely knit
group-," said Vezina.Vezina said he would ·be
working more closely with
student senator~ if elected, adding "In a senate workshop I
would show the attitude a senator
should take, how to behave
themselves and how they should
do their jobs.
"We would like to expand
accounts of money spent to
benefit large portions of the
students," said Vezina adding, "I
would be a very liberal spender.
" I've been on the cabinet for
one year and actively involved
with Student Government,"
explained Vezina adding, " I can
approach the job with the best attitude_' '
Vezina stated that he was
running on a ticket with Jim
Davis because of the good
working · relationship they
already have_
Vezina answered questions 3
. and 6:
3. Vezina stated that he
couldn't take an official position
right now without some additional student input. But he
added, "Personally, I do favor
the health fee."
6. He stated that he felt SG
wanted and.appreciated the input
from students. He added that
"We'll do anything we can to a
chfeve· what they (the students)
want."

:.:.'.

Mary EUen Leon, VP Candidate
Mary Ellen Leon, candiqate for
Vice-president feels that the
Senate hasn't met its full
. potential.
· She favors the. conducting of
leadership clinics after the
senate elections in the fall.
Leon answere~ questions .2, 4,
and 6 at the press conference.
2. She stated that the insurance
plan, according to the brochure
published is not mandatory for
students taking less than nine
hours. A slight controversy arose
eoncernine: the nature of the

tial , . . . . . Candidate
doesn't need to be changed it
needs to be used." .
Acknowledging a need for
greater
knowledge
and
awareness of the unjversity in the
community Davis pledged that,
m going to be perfectly open
·at students can come to rrie. I
know what the student faces. I've
had my share of problems so I
can empathize . with
the
students_"
_
Davis answered questions 1, 4
and, 5 !it the press conference . .
1

•

~.

personally see the
benefit. __ hard for those who don't
use it to see the benefit," said
Davis, who added that he felt it
was a question of community
defrayment of costs in order to
help those who were not able to
meet the expenses otherwise.
3. Davis stated that he felt the
present program was a good
back-up plan, adding that student
costs could be lowered if the
system was worked on a statewide basis.
5. Davis stated that the money
is not SG's or VC's but that it
belonged to the students. He
added "It's easy ror students to
~et involved and give them their
inoney's worth ."
1.

"I

Rick Walsh,

VPCandid~te

Catherine Kane, has been a
student at FTU for 3 years . She
has worked for the Village Center
in the past.
She said there is a need to _increase awareness and involve
111ore .,.'!tude_nts_
Kane answered questions 4 and
Ii :

'

4.

Sl1c stated that sfudents

Photo by Alan Geeslin'

ROB VEZINA TAKES his turn answ~ring questions .from FuTUre staffers and a ·
few interested students at the "Open Press Conference."

shouidn 't be fo-rced to buy insurance if they are ali:eady
rovered, adding that ff they were
not already insured, the health
coverage should be mandatory.
Ii. Kane felt that there has not
. been enough programming r by
SG in the past and that :)Ii ana the
VC should be more coordinated.

Rick Walsh is a junior
majoring in political science and
a candidate for Student Government vice president.
"The students have a right to
know what's going on," said
Walsh, "better communications
should be established b·etween
the students and Student
Government."
Walsh is co-chairman of the
Physical Science Union on
campus and represented FTU in
March at the Stetson Senate_

- program, and so the question was
restated and became number 4.
4. She stated that she felt
students should be able to decide
. and that she was opposed to
mandatory coverage.
6."Leon stated that the senate is
the major allocator of fees and
that not enough students were
going
to
their
student
representatives. She added that
not enough emphasis has ~een
placed on this facet of SG in the
past.
---------Walsh has also been working
with Republican and 'Democratic
committees in Orange County in
efforts to bring United States
Presidential hopefuls to FTU.
On May second Walsh is conducting a voter registration drive '
on the FTU campus in conjunction with Orange County
Supervisor of Elections· Dixie
Barber.
When discussing student health
insurance Walsh vows tha t
"Students have been paying an
along and that the problem lies in
the health center."
Either keep the entire health
µrogram or totally abol'sh it,
states Walsh.
,
"The university shoul<,i be
1n.~_de__ wore _o[_<,tn. _inte!lec_tyal
center," said Walsh and firmly,
"Apathy must be overcome."
Walsh trnsered questions 3 and
6:
3_ He stated that he - felt it

should be left up to the students to
decide whether or not they need
the coverage.
6. Walsh felt that not enough
activities had been provided, for
commuters and suggested that
activities should be scheduled
when commuters can utili ze
them . He also suggested usi ng
the I<,uTUre as a type of watchdog
for SG.
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THIS ONE DIDN'T GETAWAY, but he almost got th~ occupants of the shark cage

in Cornel Wilde's new thriller, "Shark's Treasure".
hut as real people with real •
t•motions and feelings . 1t· continues as they achieve their
original .goal of freedom in the
form of Wilde 's boat and shows
how tl:iey trade it for destruction .
when overcome by a lust for
Spanish gold.
. "Shark's Treasure" will make
a statewide debut this Friday
when it opens at 116 Florida
theatres.

B~· Cameron Pyle
Feature Columnist

--

('ornel Wilde, film producerdirector. was in the Orlando area
I a t week for a promotional
creening of his motion picture
··shark's Treasure. " This film is
the latest in a string of successful
Wilde productions that include
·'Beach Red ," ''No Blade of
(;rass.'' and the critically acclainwd ''The Naked Prey."
I 11 keeping with Wilde 's per~,o nal l'Oncept of film as a
·ml'dium
of
action
and·
11 1ove1m•nt. " "Shark 's Treasure"
rs gratifyingly free of trendy
. . oeial comment and has no
11rofo1111d ·•message " for the
'it•wt·r. It l'omes across on the
l"l'l'<'ll as µure entertainment.
!\lost of the film showcases
~ p<' t" t al' ul a r
underwater
photography on location on the
isle of Bonaire in the Caribbean
,1,nd in the Coral Sea , where all of
. thl' shark scenes were made.
' 'Shark's Treasure" is entirely
the tTeation of Corne! Wilde, who
!--tars In the film along with
Yaphet Kotto, John Neilson and
l>a\'id Canary . They make up the
treasure-hunting crew of Wilde's
lioat. the Moby I, who must fend
l)ff tens of sharks in their quest
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Dinner The.a tre Tickets

VC 205

LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
VOLLEYBALL
BASKETBALL
POOL .
RECREATION ROOM
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
SECURITY

1 Mile South of FTU Entrance
Open For Inspection 9-6, 275-8950.

for sunken gold~
· The scenes of this territorial
right with the sharks were particularly dangerous as nothing
was staged. No fake or drugged
. . harks were these; they were
111ad and in a feeding frenzy ,
doing their best to make Wilde
and company their next meal.
At one po!nt , when Wilde was
reloading his spear-gun, one of
the larger sharks took a run at
him from behind, "bumped" him
111 the shoulder , and sped off.
There was no reason in the world
why · this shark didn ' t take
Wilde 's arm with him but fortunate!y this never happened .
As action and not acting was
the focal point. of "Shark's
. Treasure," personal
pcrformances were · played down a ·
hit except in the case of Cliff
Osmond, whom I thought gave an
inspired performance as the
~~: ..
leader for a band of escaped
l'Onviets . The escapees, of
l'Ourse, cannot resist the lure of
treasure, unwillingly supplied by
· · Wilde and crew, and they proceed · · ·~ · ··
to cause even more trouble than
the sharks.
"
Here the film takes on added _ ~ ..,. . ,
depth of characterization by
portraying the convicts not as the
total antithe~is of all that's goo~,

~--~-!!!!!!!!ll!!!!!!!!!ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!I~·
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SOLD 9~4 IN

2 Bedroom
Furnished

MONDAY-FRIDAY

~

~
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You can from campus right into town in Bleeker. With wood-grained
platforms, it comes in two tones of brown-natural or dark. So
versatile, Bleeker can carry you any direction your springtime
takes you. Made by Personality ... a real plus.
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FOR ANY DINNER AND SHOW

1
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TUESDAY 1 WEDNESDAY1 THURSDAY, SUNDAY .

24 HOUR ADVANCE RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

$5.00
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Personality~~E YOU~ YELL~

PAGES FOR NEAREST PERSONALITY

DEALE~

J

Classifieds

Rate:
25 cents per line
5 line minimum.

FOR RENT
Furn. 2 Bdr. Apt. $62-mo.
Student. 3770 Kaayyam Ave .
First Mo. Rent & Deposit
required. For inform . Cali
894- or 671-5001. Rented on
per student basis.

In Oviedo 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
new home quiet residential
area, AC wall to wall 2 car
garage large lot. Call 646-2501
or 365-3024.

FOR SALE
Mobile Home· 10x40 1 bdrm.
Furnished, Air con., fully
carpeted, 5 miles from FTU,
quiet . pa~k with pool. $1500
call 277-8668 after 10: 15 P.M.

Fedders Air conditioner heater. Excellen.t condition
$300. New, sell for $100. Call
ext. 2502.
Tape Recorder Realistic reel
to reel will sell for $85 or best
offer. 295-8272.

a-uT.;ma.tic, radio, radials.
35,600 miles. White, ~lack.
Ca 11 678-3377.

1972 Scout. Low mileage. 4wheel drive, V-8, radio, heat,
air, 2 tops, other extras,
$3,000 Call 365-5360, evenings.

Double Bedroom set $150.
Call 646-2501 or 365-3024.

10 foot fiberglass Surf-Board
$25. Call 277-1441.

1971 MGB excellent running
and body condition. Ansa
exhaust, Michecins, luggage
rack, new carpet, other extras. Call 831-3092.

'72

Vega

Hatchback,

1970 Star Mobile Home 12x50
Good condition. Furnished .
$2250. or make offer . Call 3655360, evenings.

Dinette set- octagonal table
extra leaf, 6 high-backed
chairs, antique green. $80. ·
Call 898-8644 or 277-1441 after
3: 30.

Place Classifieds in
FuTUre offic.e, LIB
215. Hours:
MTWF: 9-12, 1-3
R: 9-1

Royal blu'e sofa and blue &
green Print chair, modern
design. Both for $125. Call 8988644 or 277-1441 after 3:30.

WANTED
Femal roommate needed to
room with same. 2 Bdrm. apt.
pool, laundry, partly furn.
$85-mo. Call evenings 6280611 .

(
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"I got my job
through the

State DePartment
of Vocational

Rehabilitation:'

PERSONAL.:

Wanted: Youn_g women affiliated with a Sorority not on
FTU Campus to advise incoming Freshmen. For info ...
contact Pam Hindman Ext.
2139 .

air 1

Wijeratne First FrOm Ceylon To At~nd FTU,
By Kerry Faunce - ·
St~ff Writer

Ceylon is a country about the
size of West Virginia, located 20
rn iles off the coast of India. The
terrain varie·s from sandy
beaches to scorched desert plains
and .tropical mountain rain
forests.
Sprinkled throughout the
mountains are the tea and rubber
plantations for which Ceylon is
famous. From the rich soil of the
lowlands is grown the rice and
vegetables that comprise the
Ceylonese diet.
Responsible for harnessing
Ceylon's unpredictable climate
are environmental engineers
s1.,1clJ ?_~Kol9nne !>-· Wijeratne.
Wi}eratne~ - at Florida
Technqlogical University <FTU)
studying for a master's degree in
environmental engineering. The
first from his country to attend
FTU , he was chosedn to receive a
fellowship grant sponsored by the
World Health Organization. The
World Health Organization is an
alliance with the United Nations,
designed to improve health
facilities of member nations.
Wijeratne said Florida was
selected as the location for his
studies because the climate is
much like Ceylon's.
Even though his country lies
near the equator, sea breezes
keep the temperature down to
about 80 degrees. The mild
dimate and careful irrigation
. l~ave resulted in Ceylon becoming

Photo IJy K erry F a unce

KOLONNE A. WIJERATNE is working on a master's
degree in environmental engineering. The first student
from Ceylon to attend FTU', Wijeratne says students
have been as friendly ·as those in his country .

the world's second largest
producer of tea.
Born in an average sized
farming village, Wijeratne has
lived in rural Ceylon most of his
life.
Leaning forward in his vinyl
upholstered easy chair, he
confides, "I .- think that 's why I
love my country so much ."
Wijeratne said Ceylon is less
industrially developed than the
United States . Their major
modes of transportation are
busses and trains.
A commonwealth of Great
Britain, Ceylon's population is
great for its size -- the density
averages 519 persons per square
mile. Great Britain's influence
has resulted in Ceylon 's
democratic form of government
and has made English the second
language.
Education in Ceylon is compulsory from ages six through 14.
But Wijeratne's desire to work
with his environment compelled
him to enroll in the University of
Ceylon. nestled in the rolling hills
near Kandy. Education through a
bachelor's degree is free in
Ceylon, he expiarnea. consequently r 80 per cent of the
population is literate.
Entrance to Ceylon's three
universities is limited and
eligibility is determine<t by a
student's performance in high
1
school .
While
graduate
degree
programs are available, few
Ceylonese study for their
master 's . Wijeratne said the_

i

·· -- Oviedo Auto Sales & Service
A!J-lO Sal~s - 30 Day'W arranty Low OVerheaa·
Contpetative Prices
FUil Service Garage Free
Courtesy Car tAPPT. ONLY)
30 Day Warrallty ·o n-Repairs
Tune-Up's Brake work, ·
Major Overhall
PAINT· -BODY SHOP
ONLY A FEW MIN~
FROMFTU

added effort and expense for a
higher degree are not justified by
the meager financial gains a '
student can expect. Occasionally,
foreign students will enroll in the
graduate schools to study Buddhism, .t he dominate religion of
Ceylon.
Wijeratne said his visit to
America has been enjoyable. The
people here are like the people in
Ceylon, he said. They are
friendly . Wijeratne said his
major problem is transportation,
since busses do not serve the FTU
area .
Wijeratne's major concern is
the level of pollution in Florida.
He was surprised to find lack of
usable surface water. "You
wouldn't want to bathe in that
_ water," he added as he pointed
toward the wooded area along
Alafaya Trail. People in America
c:ould not survive without water
treatment plants.
Wijeratne said it has always
been his ambition to work with
water mana6ement and conservation.
"Water engmeermg goes oack ;
over 2000 years," he said. The
Ceylonese were among the first
people to use water tanks.
When Wijeratne returns to
Ceylon next year, he will work for
the Water Plant Drainage Board,
trying to keep the water of Ceylon
unpolluted and usable by all.
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MEN-WOMEN

Soldi·ers
Wanted.
As you know, we need
good , young people who
want to serve their Country.
We need some to serve it
in the United States Army.
We may not have a draft.
But we still have a need.
Army life is not for everyone. You may get up early
in the morning, work hard
all day, and hit the sack,
dog-tired, long after the
sun has disappeared.
But for those who are up
to the discipline Army life
demands, the rewards are
great. Job training. Good
pay. Travel. I n-servi'ce edu cational opportunities. And
a chance to grow as an individual.
If you' re interested, give
us a call. We think you'll be
·
a better person for it.

~td

Phone

365-5775
SERVICE

365-3291
SALES

Call Army
.. Call Army Opportunities
898-2769 898-Armyor stOp
fiY a·t LOil K Colonial l>r .
111 Orlando ."
Join the people
who've joined the Army.

~.-r•
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_An~ghts

Fall To JU~
Face Tars At Ho1ne·
B~·

John Bridges
Sports Writer
It
k
too
13 innings, but
Jacksonville University pulled
out a 4-3 victory over the Knights
of FTU last Sunday afternoon.
The loss makes the team record
24-6 on the season.
Tied most of the game, JU's 1622 Dolphins took a 3-2 lead in the
~ott~m of thee. ig~th. The Knights
tied 1t up agam in the top of the
ninth and it stayed that way until
the 13th.
.

JU rightfielder Rob Gfapponi
opened the inning with a single
and advanced to third on a
sacrifice and a second base hit.
Then on a grounder to short
Giapponi broke for home ~
b

mnmgs allowing two runs and
right hits while walking five and
striking out six.
.·

f

t~:o~n-g shortstop Jim Horvath's
.

Pitching for the Knights in the

. three and half hour game were

Stan ·Edge and - Harry Johnson.
Ed
f
t ge went iveh innings giving up
~o run~ otn .kt. ree hits, walking
wo an s n mg out one. Johnson, now 4-2, pitc~E'.~ 7 and 1~3

FTU batters managed six
singles for the afternoon.
The loss began a week in which
the Knights also faced Rollins
College in Winter Park and
Eekerd College in St. Petershurg.
The team then begins a
homestand next Wednesday,
playing Rollins a second time.
.. The regular season ends at home
five games later, against Miami
011 May 10.

Rowers Secure 2nd Place·
Eye State Title At Disney
I

By Gary Timlin
Intern Writer

The FTU crew team finished an
overall 2nd place in a field
composed of 13 teams, six of
which were college teams,
-~ Saturday at th e Governor's Cup
Regatta held at Melbourne.
Flor~da Institute of Technology
(FIT l finished as the overalI
winner.
The race was set up on a dual
format with half the normal
racing distance run with each
team racing in their division in a
dual head to head compe_tition.
Each women 's race was 500
meters long while the men raced
1.000 meter sprints . The total
points were added after all the
races, to determine the overall
winner.
In the men's varsity division
FTU grabbed a second place out
of a field of four teams . FIT won
the event. In the individual races
the FTU varsity beat a Rollins'
team who had defeated them by
even seconds last week in
Miami. FTU . in their head to
head race against FIT, lost by a
narrow 1.3 seconds. Last week in
, ~feat~ FTU bv

a margin of 14 seconds. The FTU
rnrsity defeated Somet by twolengths open in their race.
FTU Coach Dennis Kamrad
commented that FIT squad "is
the team to beat" in the men's
varsity as well as for the overall
men's state championship. FIT is
presently the defending state
men's crew champions.
In the Junior Varisty eight
races, FTU placed third in a field
of six crews. FIT was the overall
winner in this ev~nt also. About
the FTU vs FIT JV race, Kamrad
said, "We got a good start but in
the body of the race FIT just rode
too well. Our JV squad rode well
but FIT rode better. "
In the coxed four men's varsity
di vision , · t~e FTU squad finished
last in a field of fi:\re. Kamrad
said that the squad performed
eredibly well .'' Kamrad added he
was " pleased with the performance." He said, "We just did
not have the level of experience
in this event that the other crews
had. "
In the women's eight division
FTU finished an overall sixth out
of six teams. "Disappointment"
a~cording to Kamrad was felt by

...........

the FTU women's squad. He
added that the squad did not
perform as well as they. did in
Miami last week. "We lost to
three teams that we beat in
Miami," Kamrad said.
Irr the women's coxed four
l'vent, FTU came back with what
Kamrad said was "a gratifying
win." FTU defeated the favorite
Tampa squad. Kamrad said
"This was the first win by a
Florida team over Tampa in this
<.'vent in two years."
Saturday , Aprii 19, ~the FTU
team will be competing in the
State Race at Disney World.
Kamrad says that the "FTU
squad has an excellent chance of
winning." Kam rad termed the
FTU squad's attitude as "excellent and realistic." Kamrad
added ''The women are realizing
their potential and they are
sensing what it is all about."
The races are to be held at Bay
Lake at Disney World. Kamrad
said there will be directing signs
along the route for ' people interested in going. Out of 13
events, FTU is entering five. The
races will run from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. with the varsity eight

I 11010

By Fred Cay ·
Special Writer

Most obvious difference in this
year's FTU baseball squad
compared to the last is the pitching depth -- four or five reliable
starters now compared to one
before as evidenced by the
overall 24-6 record and possible
tournament berth.

~

·' Superstars' .
~omjJetlng · For No.1 Spot .
'

i;·~·~h~ Becker

-~

Sports Writer
The second annual "FTU
Superstars" competition is set to
begin action next week. Twentyfive aspiring athletes - 14 men
and 11 women -- are diligently
preparing for the grue1Hng test of
skills starting April 16.
The Superstars event, patterened after a professional's
competition, will include events
such as bOwling, golf, obstacle
eourse, tennis, swimming, track
(distance>, and track (sprint)
bike race, and volleyball. All th~
events will be the same for the
men and women except one; the
men will grunt and groan in the
weight-lifting event while the
women
will gather at the
basketball court for free-throw
shooting.
···
Mike Dezeeuw, the only ...·.
returnee from last year's event,
leads the men's aggreg;;ttion.
Sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega,

bt•Ze.e uwffnTshe(f' fifth ...a~"yea~
ago. I le lead high in the final in
most t•vents and finished first in
one. You guessed it, tennis.

Bill Corso, star forward on the
Knights' successful basketball
team this year, and sponsored by
the P.E. Majors Club and Ken
HL·nner. sponsored by the l.M.
staff, are expected to give
Dezeeuw some tough competition. The remaining men
"stars" who can't be counted out
are Jim Rudolph, Lambda Chi
Alpha; John Gilmore, Pi Kappa
Alpha; Sam Bryant, Association
of Legal Prof.; Charles Campbell, Soccer; Rob McDougal. Tau
1<appa Epsilon; Harold Hem111 ings, Kappa Sigma Joe Giceobe, TKE Little Sisters; Doug
Akers, Sigma Chi; Randy Hartos,
Delta Tau Delta; Mike Pannell,
IWTC; and Alan Howell PE
Majors Club.
' . .
Last year's superstar, Fred
Maust - of ATO, has since

:- g~aduaTed and . ttierefor·e··;;o~·~t· b~

around to defend his title.
Women's basketbaJl team
. leader, Terrie Ray, will be tough
. to beat in the women's division.
: Iler ability to "stay in there"
~ when the going gets rough could
; prove overwhelming against any
· (:hallengers . However, Betsy
Cantrell, l.M: Staff and Kim
Drury, women's tennis team
······· ·· should provide equalled deter~
111ination in vying for the top spot.
The other women athletes
eompeting are Kathy Mitchell,
Dorm A&B; Sue Jeary, Sigma
('hi Little Sisters; Laura Pooser
Ty es; Sally Thayer, TYES
Tracy Stapp, ATO; Vfrginia
Me Dougal; Winifred Horne
ROTC; and Apryle Bigam, p .E'.
Maiors Club.
,_. ,...: - ..

i

The eompetition will be held
through May 17 with all the
events held on campus except for
howling (Colonial Lanes) . . .

,., _

Swanger Lifts
Pitching Corps

running at 2 / /

25~ Potential

by Jose OaVITa ~

THE -ONL y THING missing is the ~all in "this battle J
between TKE and KS. Men's water polo season began '
Monday with 12 tea~.s c~mp~ting.~ ·-·····-·~ ···~...,,....-. w·--·.·mw,. -....-~··········~

However, even a well-stocked
pitching staff needs an "ace,"
that one big man who usually
draws the best teams and-or
toughest opposing pitchers.
Among Knights' hurlers, that
distinction belongs to junior Sam
Swanger. And by any yardstick
the Seminole Junior College
transfer appears ideally suited to
the task.
"He has a good fast ball and
good hard curve," explained
Head Coach Doug Holmquist.
"Sam is giving them his best stuff
and if he doesn't put men on base
(walks> he is awfully tough to
heat."
Aside from the ample physical
attributes of the strong 6-2 190pounder, he possesses an additional equally important virtue
according to Holmquist.
"He has great competitive
spirit,'' pointed out the coach.
''His mental toughness is outstanding."
This quality was most evident
as Swanger won three games in a
six-day span ' (March 22-27),
pitching an 11-inning 2-1 win over
West Chester (Pa.) State, five
frames of scoreless ·relief in a 5-4
1:1-inning decision over Widener
<Pa.> and an excitinW comeback
4r3 verdict over Tennessee.
The Titusville High product
leads FTU in appearances,
'gaml•s started, complete games
and innings pitched in addition to
being leading winner with an 8-2
mark with a sparkling 1.55
Parned run average.
The e_onfident 21 ~car _9ld feels
·he.is.pitching "as well or better
than ever before.
''I'm 'throwing harder than I
<·ver have before and don't have
to rely on the breaking pitches as
I did last year." (Swanger's
rl'cord fell to :H last season at

Seminole afteran outstanding 9-2
mark. as a freshman.) His other
pitches are a curve and straight
ehange. "The changeup really
helped against Tennessee -- I got
four popups on it."
Swanger chose FTU over
Birmingham Southern and
Auburn among others "because I
' knew I would get a chance to
J?itch here. I also wanted to say in
the area."
The big righthander hopes for a
possible pro career and according to Holmquist may only
need "one more pitch" to realize
such a goal. His 1975 pre-season
goals -- 10 wins and a post-season
tournament -- are within reach
Swanger "definitely" feels the
will be met.
'This is the best team I've ever
played for," he stated. "I'm
pitching well because the team is ·
playing well."

Football Ouh
Gives Nelson
Advisor Role

..... ~

Harry Nelson, Bishop Moore
High School head football coach,
has been recruited by the FTU
Football Club to help in fielding
FTU's first club team this fall.
Nelson, according to acting
club president John Bridges, will
serve "primarily in an advisory
capacity, hoping to become more
ractively involved
. .............later on."

v...... .. .. . ............. .... .......[.

'
Among . Nelson's main dutie! ·
will be the assemblage of a
coach!ng staff and the scheduling
of sprmg and summer practices.
· The club · program will
bop.ef ully offer FTU the a
tithesis of college "powerhoue
football . The program will offer
·10 scholarships to players, utilize
a small coaching staff and
m1inimize travel costs - while still
l?roviding the opportunity for
I ormer players to return to action .
_.
Also ·cooperating with the club
in the n · ar future will be former
fc'TU graduate Jim Flannigan of
·the_ Na~tilus Training Gym11asmm m Orlando.
Fund raising efforts are running behind schedule, however,
and the club still needs to raise
$7 ,000 to begin play in the Central
fc'lorida Amateur Adult Tackle
Football League this fall. The
league expects to field 6-9 teams
for a 10-gamc season.
· The dub hopes to begin
workouts very soon and any
interested players '-"'-o have not
already signed up are urged to
<'ontact Bridges through th __,
e -~
.._
F11Ture office .

______________________
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.·l{nights Bullish 011 USF;
Set Target For Rollins
By Joe De Salvo

Sports Editor

Freshmen Steve Bryant and
Doug Hull might be at the bottom
of the FTU -tennis team's lineup
at No. 5 and No. 6 respectively,
but last Wednesday afternoon,
the dynamic duo stood tall on the
court as they won the No. 3
doubles match to give the
Knights a heartstopping 5-4 win ...
over South Florida.
The 15-10 Knights, now winners
of their last eight matches,
received their biggest obstacle of
their win streak when they hosted
a powerful Miami squad this past
Wednesday.
~ FTU will colse its most successful campaign on the road
with crosstown rival Rollins, next
Friday at 2:30 p.m. The Knights
have never beaten the Tars on the
tennis court.
Head Coach Lex Wood was all
smiles as his team defeated the ..
Golden Brahmans from Tampa
who came into the match with an
impressive 13-3 record. "It was
an exciting win and a very big
one at that," said Wood. "We
happened to beat a very good
·
tennis team.''
Wood added, "South Florida
.. had its best team in its history
going again~t our best ~quad - it
was a good win."
-1-2 Lead Evaporates

Bryant and Hull were forced to
come up with the pressure-win' in
their match with Mike Weibsttin
and Gary Roebuck after FTU let
a comfortable 4-2 lead evaporate :=

to an uJcer-formulating 4-4
The twosome played as if the
Knights had a commanding 8-0
lead as they took a handsome 4-6,
6-2, 6-3 decision to give FTU one
of its biggest wins this year.
For Hull, who isn't afraid to let
his opponents know how he feels
on certain questionable calls,
took the win like a four-year
veteran. "We had t o concentrate
and it made us play better - and
we did it," said a relieved Hull.
In Bryant's case, the sensational South African kne;w it
was up to Hull and him to pull it
out of the fire. "I kept watching
the other two doubles matches
and when they !Ost I knew it was
up to us."
Bryant
continued
his
dominance at No. 5, winning his
seventh straight match with a 6-3,
6-4 sweep over Roebuck.
Bryant surprisingly admitted
though, "I'm not playing well
right now but it's my confidence
that is winning the matches for
1ne."
In a match marred by controversial calls by Weinstein, Hull lost a 6-4, 3-6 6-4 decision at
No. 6.
The calls got so bad by Weinstein, FTU reserve player Gary
Timlin was called in for
emergency duty as line judge.
In the remaining singles, Mike
Dezeeuw turned in another
strong performance to beat
Carlos Alvardo 6-2. 7-6 at No. 1.
"It's been Dezeeuw on the top _
and Bryant on the bottom of the
lineup that have been pulling the
wins out for us," said Wood.

There was no love-lost in the
No. 2 match between Nate Smith
and Oscar Olea. Time after time,
the match was halted due to
questionable calls by Olea.
Smith, hampered by the interruptions, couldn't get his
momentum as he lost 6-2 6-4.
-· Team captain Joe Luc~i used
straight sets to dispose George
Falinski 7-6, 6-4 in his No. 3
match. Lucci has now won ten of
his last 11 singles matches.
Trevor Graham continued to
play steady tennis as he defeated
Griff Lamkin 6-4, 2-6. 6-4.
The Golden Brahmans started
to stir up some dust for a
comeback in the doubles as
Lamkin and Falinski defeated
Lucci and Graham in straight
sets 6-3, 7-6, i'n the No. 2 doubles.
FTU's lead temporarily was
erased as Dezeeuw and Smith
lost to Olea and Alvardo got by 64, 2-6, 6-4 thus giving Bryant and
Hull the heroic role.

:- NO. 3 JOE LUCCI gets ready for smash against'
Falinski. Lucci won 7-6, 6-4.
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Olea was halted for a half-hour
when Smith disagreed on Olea's
match point call. After conferring with the two coaches,
Smith double-faulted to end the
match ... Lucci also had trouble
with Falinski on line calls ... with
Bryant winning at No. 5, Graham
has been responding with a
winning touch at No. 4... Bryant's
getting adjusted with the
American's . softer
tennis
ball ... Bryant's brown socks worn
in USF match was a riot to
teammate
Marc
Gunderson ... Good crowd once again
with a good part of it at the end ... match took over four and a half
hours ... Knights already getting
psyched up for the Rollins' clash.
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Movie ·Subsidy Tickets

**
**
**
**

available In VC 316 9-S Daily

FLORIDA STATE THEATRES

Beacham Plaza 1

**
*.

$1.25

Colony Pla·za 2

:·••
*.

*

*'

WOMETCO THEATRES
Park West Park -East

$_6.00 Vafue for $3.50

•

...

·••.

National Service
Fraternity

Match Point: Smith's match with

*
·*
**
*
Photo by Fred Sommer

--..,~---

Questionable Calls For Smith

deadlock~

ALPHA P"I OMEGA

.~. Jt- . · ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

*•

fASTERN FEDERAL THEATRES

*•

Northgate 1,2,3,4 Conway 1,2
Orange Blossom 1,2

•

**
**
*
**
**
*

-~

~

$1.25
),

.,

I.

-

.

O~~e upon A. StOge
Dinner Theatre
Tickets Good ONLY:
. Tues., Wed, Thurs & Sun.

$5.00 :
Includes Dinner & Show VC 205

.x l

•

(; '

"II {I

1

• , ~r

**
*
**
**
*
*

*
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Campus Glances

GIVE A DAMN

Alpha
Phi

\:EW \"ISITOH P:\RKI:\G LOT

I

The new Yisitor's parking lot in
1ront of the Admtnistration
Building is open for use.
A>::. a result. curbside Yisitor
parking on Pegasus and Gemini
Bl\·ds.. the two main roads
running through thr FTL' rnmpus. has been t'lim1nated. and the
~paces lornwrly drsignated for
,·isitors 111 Lnt ;; ha,·e been
:·edesignatrd as ··B" :maces.
\"1sitors to thr l'ampus will be
prem1tted to park in thr ,·isitors
lot nr the\" ma,· tlbtain a lt'I111•o~ary pa.rkin~· prrm1t at the
information honth there. and
park many 11011-rf'served parking
:-pace.
The 1nformatio11 h1mth will be
11pen 1..•ach day cturin~ normal
'rnrking hours .
\"olunlet'r St•n i<'t' Fcdr

FA \"l>HS the llniwrsity-w1de
act i'" it\" dedi<·a ted to aiding
. vomm'.initY sen·ice aeti\'ities. is
~ponsoring a \'niuntrer St'r\'ice
r~air April 23 1lll the FTl. \"1llage
Crnter l~reen lrom 10 aJn. ·to
three p.m.
The Fair. which is being held in
conjunction
with
l\ationaL
\'ol~mtcer Service \frek. will
traturr representatives and
di pla~·s trom \'arious area
1l!'ganizations.
According to' FTc 's FA \'OHS
advisor. Mrs. Kath~ C'a,·anna. a
prime purpo e of the fair will be

1· • t'lTlll-t 11lll'rt'sted students and
.1ct11 its 111 donating time to
' nl11ntt'l'r acti\'ity.
!\li1re than twc) dozen Central
Flnrida rnlunteer organizations
" .II participate in the Fair.
Tw 1 1ither FTU-sponsored
adi,·ities 1n,·oh ed in the Fair are
tlw lndi\"idual Volunteer - Em. lo_\·mt·nt of Senior Talent
1'1 nied
INVEST l.
and
l •1\-'t•i·sih Year for Action
. l "Y:\ 1. a ;iew program designed
111 1n\"oh·e older eollege students
:1 'omm1111ity action work.
FoJr I urther information,
11!1tad Mrs. Kathy C'avanna, 2751

:!{) 11.

l.t•o11<1rrl

'.\imo~·

to Speak

l.1·1mard Nimoy. "Mr. Spock"
'I ·star Trek .. , will speak at
,.- I l .. s \ "tllage Center April 23 at

.. :o

Jl.111

:\ 1111 •1) will provide nostalgic
1111q1:-(•s 1>f "Star Trek" and add
.1 1 .1m.1rnus touch. with a special
!1 11; 1111~1st111g n f bloopers made
.;1r1 :1i.:. ·star Trek" productions.
l;t '!ll'ral admi sion tickets will
•1' ;l\·a 1lable at 8 iun . Aoril 23. for
":! .

1-'·ir turther information
itact l\lrs. Kathv Cavanna 275:

I)

..:ti!:! .

.

•

ll1wl-. - .\-Y c•;u Program

Tl1t' FTll Foundation has an·111 ·1ct-d a
"Book-a-Year"
. rngra m that 'w ill establish a
.1·11111rial to a family member ,
n 1·11ci 11r business associate, and

.111swl'r an t'ducational need as
\\ \'I I.
Th<' new program is based upon
.111 initial contribution of at least
$250. according to Dr. William K.
1 ;rast\·. executive director of the
F·nmdation. The money is in' <.'sled. and interest is used to
1•urchase at least one book an"llally for the FTU Library.
Each of the books will contain a
I 1nokplate mdicating the name of
the person in whose name the
::;('morial .is established. Grasty
"'oted the fund ean purchase
hooks in that person's particular
lil'ld of interest. such as history,
1·ngineering. biology. religion and
:-o forth . .Under the conditions of
the program. the annual
·: a·nwrial books will be presented
to the Library "forever," said
t;rastv.
Information on the Book-a\" 1•ar µrogram may be obtained
I 1\ t"OJ_~-tacting the FTU Founda tiorr:· P.O. Box 25000 Orlando or
11~· t"alling 275-2389. ·
Tri Della ~late Day

Tl1e Bl'ta Lambdr. Chapter of
lklta Ddta Delta, hostessed this
·· \ear's State Day festivities held
·al
the
Carleton House in
l lrlando. The FTU's Tri Delta
~ponsored activities for Florida
State. Stetson, University of
l\I1ami. Florida University, and
Soulh Florida, as well as
.lacksonville University Tri Delta
Chapters .
Tlw wl'ekend began with a

. 1xer neta r nday night at the
110ml' of Mrs. Jim McLeod. Many
"f the collegiate members then
Wl'nt to Rosie O'Grady's for an
1·,·ening of singing and fun.
Saturday morning brought
registration..
coffee · and
doughnuts for the Tri Deltas.
l\keti ngs were held between
collegiate chapters and their
District Presidents in order to
lamiliarize each chapter with one
another. as well as their social,
rnsh. educational and financial
activities. The meetings were
1•stablished in order to give the
Florida chapters new ideas for
lall rush.
After a brief luncheon, each of
the Florida chapters gave a skit
that could be used for me d1f1erent rush parties for fall 1975.
FTll's chapter gave their
··Dl'lta Doll Factory" skit, which
llas won national recognition as
·llle of the best Tri Delta rush
:-.kits in the U.S. ·

DID YOU KNOW?
S~G.

almost

$1 MILLION
ANNUALLY

Get You Moneys
WORTH

Basically Baroque Concert

A concert, entitled Basically
Baroque. will be given Frid.a y,
April 18, at 8:30 p.m. in the
t·:ngineering Auditorium.
Ml'mbers of the music faculty
who will perform in the concert
1ndude: Patricia Stenberge, oboe
and recorder;· Sabina Micarelli,
\·iolin ; Lee Eubank, string bass;
and Gary Wolf, chairman of the
Music Department, piano .
The concert is free and open to
the public .

CONTROLS

VOTE
RICK WALSH

VP OF S.G .
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· SPRING ELECTI N

·

President Of The Student Body
Vice-President Of T_he Student Body

ELECTION
April 24 9: 00 ain - 4: 00 plll
7 : 00 pill - 9 : 00 ptn
April 25 9 : 00 alll - 4 : 00 pill
POLL WORKERS NEEDED
If you are interested in being a poll worker during the Spring Election - sign up in VC 216

* Receive two free movie passes.

VOTING will take place at the 1st Floor Library and in front of the Snack Ba~ ..........·

1

ABSENTEE VOTING
WEDNESDAY
April 23 11 - 3 FOR THOSE UNABLE TO
.

.

>

VOTE ON REGULAR
VOTING DAY
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